Abstract. We demonstrate the first guiding of cold atoms through a 88 mm long piece of photonic band gap fiber. The guiding potential is created by a far-off resonance dipole trap propagating inside the fiber with a hollow core of 12 µm. We load the fiber from a dark spot 85 Rb magneto optical trap and observe a peak flux of more than 10 5 atoms/s at a velocity of 1.5 m/s. With an additional reservoir optical dipole trap, a constant atomic flux of 1.5 × 10 4 atoms/s is sustained for more than 150 ms. These results open up interesting possibilities to study nonlinear light-matter interaction in a nearly one-dimensional geometry and pave the way for guided matter wave interferometry.
Introduction
The generation of Bose-Einstein condensates [1, 2] has equipped modern atomic physics with an extremely versatile tool to study coherent atomic matter waves. Guides for matter waves have been proposed and realized using both magnetic [3, 4, 5] and optical [6, 7, 8] potentials. Similarly to an optical fiber, an ideal matter waveguide can be used to transport a single spatial mode of a coherent matter wave source, thus enabling matter wave interferometry [9, 10, 11, 12] over large distances. To this end, cold atoms need to be transported in a lossless, tightly confining potential in order to preserve the coherence properties of the matter wave. Extensive studies have been performed both theoretically [13, 14, 15, 16] and experimentally [17, 18, 19, 8, 20] using different geometries of hollow glass capillaries and exploiting the confining potentials created by the ac-Stark shift of atoms in a detuned laser field. However, severe losses of the confining light, speckle patterns and multimode performance limited the useful guiding length. These shortcomings can be overcome by exploiting the specific features of the recently developed hollow-core photonic band gap (HCPBG) fibers which do not suffer from bending losses and speckle [21] . These fibers can be produced to support singlemode potentials at different wavelengths. On the one hand, this allows for matter wave guiding in high power, large red detuned potentials with low spontaneous scattering. On the other hand, at detunings closer to the atomic resonances, low-light-level strong nonlinear interactions can be studied [22, 23] . Recently, thermal atoms have been guided through [24] and cold atoms have been moved into [25] a HCPBG fiber. Interactions of thermal [26, 27, 28] and cold atoms [29] have been observed in HCPGB fibers, but so far, guiding of cold, slow atoms through such a fiber has remained an elusive goal. In this manuscript, we report on the first observation of an efficient matter waveguide for cold, slow atoms.
Experimental setup
The basic principle of the experimental setup is depicted in Fig. 1 ; the details of the surrounding setup have been omitted. To realize a guiding potential inside a hollowcore photonic band-gap fiber § for cold atomic rubidium, a far red detuned optical guiding potential is applied. In a far red detuned optical light field, atoms are attracted towards the regions of highest electric field which in our case is the maximum of the almost Gaussian mode inside the hollow core of the fiber. To reduce loss of atoms due to spontaneous photon scattering in the guiding field, we choose a wavelength of λ = 1067 nm. We couple two linear, orthogonally polarized modes of up to 2.3 W power each and take special care that only the fundamental mode is addressed. While we observe that only one of the two polarization modes contributes to the guiding process itself, the second polarization mode still creates an optical potential at the cold atom input side of the fiber. This leads to an increase of cold atoms at the fiber tip but not to an increase of the atomic flux or the transported atom number. Furthermore we observe that the not-guiding polarization mode has no negative impact to the guiding process itself. This behavior could not be explained by now. With these parameters, a potential depth of up to 8.2 mK can be obtained. An input guiding light coupling efficiency of over 80% is achieved by placing the final focussing lens inside the vacuum chamber .
As source for the cold atomic sample we use a three-dimensional magneto-optical trap (MOT) at one end of the HCPBG fiber, which is efficiently loaded with a cold beam from a two-dimensional MOT in a separate vacuum chamber. By adiabatically ramping up a homogeneous magnetic field during the MOT phase, the cloud is moved close to the fiber tip and during a subsequent dark spot MOT and dark spot molasses phase, a density of 1.5 × 10 11 atoms/cm 3 and a temperature of 10 µK are obtained. These atoms can be asphere with focal length 11 mm, numerical aperture 0.25 efficiently transferred into the guiding potential. After transport through the fiber, the guided atoms are detected on the opposite side by fluorescence imaging. The necessary sensitivity is obtained by using an intensified CCD camera which integrates the signal for 11 ms. To balance the radiation pressure during resonant illumination we choose a retro-reflected beam arrangement. In addition, this leads to a significant increase of the number of scattered photons due to the quasi frozen dynamics in one dimension. From the efficiency of the detection setup, we estimate to detect 41 ± 5 photons per atom in the detection volume. After loading the cold atoms into the guiding potential of the fiber by switching off the optical molasses beams, we anticipate to observe a sharply peaked flux due to the transient nature of the loading process. This is confirmed by the experimental data shown in Fig. 2a . The maximum of the flux is observed 60 ms after switchoff of the molasses phase, translating into a longitudinal guiding velocity of 1.5 m/s which corresponds very well to the guiding potential depth of 8.2 mK. We measure a peak flux of (1.2 ± 0.2) × 10 5 atoms/s and an integrated number of guided atoms of (7.4 ± 0.3) × 10 3 . A quasi continuous matter wave guide can be realized by adding a long-lived reservoir trap at the cold atom input side of the fiber. To this end, we implement a second dipole trap with a beam waist of 27 µm and a trap depth of 2.2 mK (λ = 782 nm) which has its maximum potential depth close to the fiber tip. Without the fiber trap engaged, we observe a maximum number of 1.8 × 10
6 atoms in the auxiliary trap at temperatures of 38 µK. Fig. 2b shows the observed atomic flux when both traps are operated simultaneously. Again, we observe a sharply peaked temporal spectrum at the output of the fiber, resulting from guiding of atoms produced in the optical molasses. However, a nearly constant flux of 1.5 × 10 4 atoms/s is sustained for more than 150 ms after the maximum. To achieve this quasi continuous operation, the position of the reservoir trap's waist has to be carefully adjusted in order not to create potential barriers at the fiber input due to reflections from the fiber tip. To gain deeper insight into the guiding process, we discuss the properties of the guiding potential. In radial direction it has a nearly Gaussian shape (compare Fig. 1 ) and it can be assumed to be constant in axial direction inside the fiber core. At both ends of the fiber, the light field propagates according to classical optics and has a funnellike shape. The inset of figure 3a illustrates the situation exemplarily for two different guiding beam powers.
As the spontaneous scattering rate of atoms inside the fiber (Γ sc,max 120 Hz) plays a minor role, atoms are expected to slide into the guiding potential, travel through the fiber and escape on the other side. The trapping volume for atoms at the input side of the fiber increases with the power of the trapping beam and we can expect that the number of guided atoms rises with the maximal potential depth. This is confirmed by the experimental data as shown in Fig. 3a .
From the simple picture of the guiding process (inset of Fig. 3a) , we expect that the atoms gain a kinetic energy corresponding to the potential depth U 0 as they enter the fiber. Since their initial kinetic energy can be neglected, we thus expect the transit time through the fiber to scale as t Fly ∝ 1/ √ U 0 . The experimental data, Fig. 3b clearly exhibits this structure. As a consequence, we can assume that the potential inside the fiber is smooth and flat, which is an important prerequisite for matter wave interferometry and further applications. Additional information on the guiding characteristics can be obtained by extracting the atomic flux through the fiber. It has been shown that it is expected to scale as Φ ∝ √ U 0 for a conservative potential inside a straight fiber [7] . The experimental data depicted in Fig. 3c clearly follows this functional form. However, a non-trivial threshold of U 0,min ≈ 2.1 mK is observed, which is attributed to irregularities in the potential at the tip of the fiber due to reflections of the guiding light at the front surface. As a consequence, only samples with a minimal longitudinal velocity of v long. min = 0.45 m/s can be produced. This might be improved by optimizing the two facets of the fiber piece. An important factor in the characterization of the atomic sample inside the fiber, especially when considering its application for non-linear optics, is the atomic density and resulting longitudinal optical depth. An estimate can be obtained by considering the radial distribution of atoms inside the fiber. With initial temperatures of the order of 10 µK of the atoms inside a Gaussian trapping potential of ≈ 8 mK total depth, the atoms only occupy the innermost part of the trap. With a maximum number of 7 × 10 3 atoms being simultaneously inside the fiber, we calculate a density of ∼ 5 × 10 11 atoms cm −3 . This peak density, Fig. 3d , shows a rise followed by a slow decay with increasing guiding potential. This behavior is explained by the two counteracting trends: As discussed, the total guided atom number increases with the potential depth. On the other hand, the atomic ensemble is spread over a larger longitudinal region during acceleration into the guide. At low potentials the increase in atom number dominates, while at higher potentials the spreading tends to overcompensate this gain. As a consequence, experiments aiming at high in-guide density should be carefully tuned to the resulting maximum. For this maximum, we calculate an on resonance optical depth of ∼ 10
4 . In the current setup this optical depth cannot be observed directly as the HCPBG fiber does not support modes close to the D-line doublet at 780 nm and 795 nm, respectively, due to its band gap.
Summary
In conclusion, we have demonstrated an efficient optical guide for cold atoms. Both the transient loading regime and a quasi continuous operation of the matter wave guide have been studied. The properties of the guided atoms can be well explained by the nature of the guiding potential. The findings clearly demonstrate the feasibility of long distance transport of cold atoms and open up a whole new variety of cold atom experiments. Combined with new cooling techniques, singlemode operation of the waveguide should be achievable, which would pave the way towards guided matter wave interferometry or continuous atom laser systems [30] . As the band gap of the HCPBG fiber can be adapted to support light fields at other wavelengths than the one used here [31] . Thus the combination of a strong guiding potential with low spontaneous photon scattering and close-to-resonance optical driving of the atomic levels becomes feasible. Additionally, the extreme radial-to-axial size ratio of the guiding potential allows for the generation of quasi one dimensional quantum gases. In combination with a onedimensional optical lattice inside the fiber, even strongly correlated, one dimensional systems could be studied.
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